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Di.

1.0 Research Problem: L

When a compound is probed by a high intensity laser field,

it may multiphoton dissociate (MPD) , giving atomic or radi-

cal fragments. Atoms may be detected by subsequent

multiphoton ionization (MPI) with very high sensitivity.

Thus MPD/MPI is potentially a very sensitive detection tech-

nique for classes of compounds containing specific elements.

There are two questions addressed by this research. First,

what is the mechanism by which a central atom may shake off

its surrounding chemical groups, becoming a naked atom?

Second, which classes of compounds will give bare atoms in a

multiphoton dissociation event?

2.0 Major Results:

2.1 Types of atoms generated.

Others have shown that atoms may be generated by MPD if

they are in terminal positions in a molecule. For example,

-*" 'i"
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R-X --- > R + X

R2C=S --- > R2C + S

readily occur in multiphoton dissociation.

It is more of a question whether a central atom can

shake off its surrounding atoms or groups. Surprizingly,

many atoms can, when bound in a central position in a molec-

ule. For example,

R2 Cd --- > Cd + 2R

Cr(CO)6 --- > Cr + 6 CO

Fe(C5H 5 )2---> Fe + 2 C H5

So far most examples of this behavior have been of metal

atoms surrounded by ligands. Both covalent and ionic bond-

ing can be broken, as can both covalent sigma and pi type

bonds. The bonds may be cleaved.either separating the elec-

trons, or leaving them paired on one fragment. Early in

this research we demonstrated that photodissociation of

metal ligand analogues of ferrocene would cleanly photodis-

sociate to give metal atoms, producing atomic cobalt,

ruthinium, nickel, etc. This behavior seems to be general

for the transition elements, all of which are metals.

This general behavior might be explained by the large

d-ligand electron tranfer cross sections for photabsorption,

promoting an electron from a metal non-bonding orbital into

a ligand-metal antibonding orbital. This leads to rapid
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dissociation of the metal ligand bond. Since almost all

organometallic compounds have this type of bonding, we now

expect this dissociation to be general for this whole class.

In contrast to metal centered compounds, compounds hav-

ing main group heteroatoms at their centers do not appear to

readily produce the bare hetero atom in MPD. The electronic

transitions in these compounds do not prepare dissociative

states in all cases. While one or more atoms or groups may

be shaken off by a central phosphorous or sulfur, removal of

at least one subequent group usually becomes difficult.

Thus, diatomic fragments are often the smallest fragments of

MPD in this class of compounds.

We have examined quite a few cases of this, and feel

confident in the generality of the principle. For example,

we have determined the following:

PH --- > PH + 2H
3

--- >PH2 + H

-X-> P +

POCI --- > PO + 3 Cl
3

-X-> P +

P(OCH) --- > PO +
3 3

-x-> P +
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P-o(Ocf) --- > PO +

-X-> P +

P(Ph) --- > ?
3

-X-> P + 3 Ph i,

This is also true of sulfur compounds. While terminal

sulfur is easily ejected .

S=C=S --- > CS + S

R C-S --- > S + CR2
central sulfur is difficult to produce:

so ---> 0 + SO

-X-> S + 20

SOC1 2 -X-> S + .. |.

H S ---> H + HS2

--- > 2H + S (weakly).

These measurements were made under conditions of high

excimer laser fluxes near 248 and 352 nm, in addition to the

wavelengths of probing dyelaser wavelengths between 500 and

3500 nm. Phosphorous atoms were detected only in the exper-

iments with triphenyl phosphine and phosphine, only at high

I pressures, with a long-pulse (1 microsecond) laser. Sulphur

atoms were weakly detected in the same region as the SO D-X

bands in the near UV, but the atomic three-photon Rydberg

transitions were orders of magnitude weaker than the signals

* . .-
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resulting from SO MPI.

We attribute P atom production to result from a colli-

sion process in the gas at about one torr pressure. It may

be possible to produce atoms by collisional assisted chemis-

try in a MPD process, but we did not further explore this.

The striking result of this work was the prevalence of

both PO and SO from a wide variety of precursors. These

diatomic fragments serve as characteristic markers for the

atoms P and S in oxygen containing compounds. This should

not be too surprising, since two "atomic emission" bands

characteristic of phosphorous are really the gamma and beta

bands of PO.

2.2 Diatomic fragments.

The non-metal-centered compounds usually resulted in

the central atom bound in a diatomic instead of a naked

atom. These diatomics were identifiable by their. own

characteristic MPI spectra. Several interesting effects

were observed in a MPI spectrum of the diatomics that are

not observed in straight absoption spectra.

The first PO MPI spectra were observed by Smyth and

Mallard [JCP 77, 1779 (1982)] in flames. They report that

0 i
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"the intensities of the observed signals vary in an unex-

pected fashoin for transitions which reach the same

vibrational level of the resonant intermediate state". They

speculated that the ionization step was highly structured,

due to a second intermediate state used in a resonant ioni-

zation process by the second photon. We have observed this

effect in three cases: PO, SO, and NO. At high resolution

the effect is very striking, giving "atomic like" intense

resonance peaks within a molecular rotational band.

Our analysis of NO established the nature of the

effect. The first resonant step activates the molecule in a

particular vibrational and rotational level of an excited

electronic state. If another state above this has a rota-

tional level within the laser bandwidth, the molecule can

make another resonant transition to that higher state, and

then subsequently ionize. In NO this second resonant state

is a previously uncharacterized Rydberg state, which we sub-

sequently characterized.

The MPI spectra of not only NO, but SO and PO are

dominated by uncharacterized states. The molecules may be

prepared by MPD in excited states, from which transitions

are poorly understood, or the transitions from the lowest

states are strongly influenced by poorly characterized

states. In SO, the D state is a strong feature in the near

. . . . 4 . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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UV. This state is dissociative, but appears quite struc-

tured in our experiments, primarily because the MPI probes

the molecule before it dissociates.

Several transitions in SO are presently unassigned in

our experiments. These probably originate in the poorly

understood metastable SO state. Ashfold et.al., in their

work on MPD/MPI on phosphine [Chem. Phys. Lett. 111, 226

(1984)] report that the dominant transition observed in the

near UV could not be understood until publication of our

work on PH [JCP 80, 5926 (1984)]. We concur with their

assessment that "the observation of weak inter-combination

bands such as the b-X systems of NH and PH is vital..."

The original aim of detecting heteroatom compounds by

MPI/MPD could be modified away from atomic MPI detection to

the MPI detection of diatomic fragments instead. Thus,

MPD/MPI would be moving in the direction of MPIFF (D.S.

Frankel, ACS presentation, Hawaii, 1984]. However, more

spectroscopy would have to be done on the diatomics in order

to place this procedure on a firm scientific footing.

C. Mechanism of metal centered MPD

Metal centered compounds such as ferrocene can eject

their ligands in a MPD process to leave a clean metal atom.

We have speculated that this process is driven by direct
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dissociation of repulsive electronic states. If this is so,

significant amounts of translational energy should appear in

the fragments as they bobsled down the potential slope that

serves to separate the fragments.

Ferrocene is especially interesting, because of its

high symmetry. The iron, located in the center of the

molecule, will not receive any net momentum if the dissocia-

tion is fast and symmetrical. Only if the molecule's MPD

process breaks the symmetry will the iron receive recoil

* momentum. Thus, monitoring the Fe velocity in a MPD experi-

ment on ferrocene will show a significant amount of recoil

energy given to the iron only if the process is directly

dissociative and breaks the symmetry during the dissocia-

tion.

We set out to test this by monitoring the Fe recoil by

doppler MPI. The amount of recoil surprized us. We were

looking for a small effect, and the results we finally

obtained showed the iron with an amount of energy consistent

with a statistical distribution of energy in all three

translational motions of the fragments. Hardly any energy

is used for excitation of rotation or vibration of the

cyclopentadienyl rings. Thus, the dissociation is direct,

and not a slow, "unimolecular decay" of a hot ferrocene

shaking off its ligands. There does not appear to be enough

- - - . .|
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time for the energy to degrade into vibrational motion of

the radical. The dissociation is also highly

"non-concerted", since the molecular central symmetry is

strongly broken.

This recoil of the iron atom has a significance for

detection by MPI. The linewitdths are set by two effects:

(1)lifetime broadening of the resonance, and (2) doppler

broadening of the recoiling atom. We have found that the

doppler width is intrinsically large, on the order of 0.2

cm-I in our particular case.

If MPI is to be made quantitative, the linewidth

effects will have to be understood. We ha-e made progress

to understanding these effects in this model system.

2.3 Multicolor MPD/MPI

We have also extensively investigated the use of two laser

wavelengths simultaineously in one experiment. We have

probed ferrocene MPD by mixing an excimer laser beam with a

beam from a dye laser. We have found that strong enhance-

ment of several MPI features resulted. At 248nm, the iron

atoms are resonantly enhanced for an ionization without the

dye laser, and a one-laser detection scheme is possible,

even without a dye laser. At 352nm, the addition of the

excimer laser pulse enhances the dissociation of the ferro-

0'
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cene, and by making other transitions resonant, brings new

features to the the spectrum.

In addition to the gas cell experiments, several MPI

experiments were performed on ferrocene in a pulsed nozzel,

mass-spectrometer apparatus. The ions observed were predom-

inantly Fe+, with some Cp+ and mixed clusters of Iron and Cp

ligands. Negative ions were also observed, with the major

species being Cp-. This appears not to be the result of a

direct heterolytic dissociation, but rather results from e-

attachment to FeCp . Very large cross sections have been

observed for dissociative attachment to metallocenes [J.

Moore, private communication].

2.4 Conclusions

Multiphoton dissociation of metal centered systems pro-

duces metal atoms.

Dissociation is probably direct, via repulsive surfaces

in the upper electronic states.

In at least one case, ferrocene, the dissociation sur-

face is quite complex, since the dissociation breaks the

symmetry. Energy is imparted to the iron.

The iron energy is consistent with energy partitioning

4D
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only into translations in the metallocene decomposition.

In contrast to the metal centered systems, heteroatom

centered systems appear to resist dissociation to the bare

central atom.

The usual terminal fragments observed in hetero atom j
compounds are diatomics; e.g. PO, PH, SO, NO,

The diatomic molecular fragmnets are prepared by disso-

4 ciation, often in spectroscopically uncharacterized states.

The diatomic MPI transitions that are observed are

often spectroscopically uncharacterized as of the present.

"'" I
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